
BAIF facilitated  the formation of second-tier marketing organization -Vasundhara Agri-Horti

Producer Company Limited (VAPCOL) as a farmers’ producer company with 55 institutional

members in the year 2004. Today, this producer organization comprises of farmers from the

villages of South Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.

VAPCOL acts as a direct link between small, marginal, tribal farmers and the mainstream

consumers. Its members are Farmer Organisations (registered or unregistered) having primary

membership of individual farmer producers. Farmer Organisations are equity holders in

VAPCOL. The main purpose of VAPCOL is of carrying out business procurement, grading,

marketing, selling ,export of primary produce of the members or procurement of goods and

services for their benefit.

What does VAPCOL do?

PROTECTING LIVELIHOODS
& PROVIDING NUTRITION.

Feed the needy.
Farm to Kitchen.

Initiatives by VAPCOL in response to the COVID crisis.
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The COVID crisis, on one hand has made it

difficult for farmers to sell their

produce because of the lock down

restrictions and lack of logistic options. This

had adversely effected the livelihood of

farmers and also increased the chances of

wastage of unsold seasonal food produce.

On the other hand, the second extreme of

the reality as seen in the urban area, smaller

localities and outer skirts dwellings of the

poor- is the shortage of food and the

difficult access to food for the needy.

 
Feed the needy is a joint effort of multiple

organizations coordinating at different

levels as well as many individuals from the

city of Pune. These organisations include ,

VAPCOL -in procuring the farm produce

and in maintaining transparency through

the purchase and ensuring that every rupee

goes directly to the famer, Goodsbynature -

in addressing the logistic and conducting

awareness campaign by hosting the online

platform and have absorbed all costs of

development, payment and hosting, And,

Groundup in linking the procured food to

the needy by interfacing with partner

organisations to ensure that the food

reaches those who can make sure that it is

consumed by the needy.

 

Tackling  the COVID crisis.

Feed the needy

So far in COVID
response efforts we

have sold
9.12MT of

vegetables of value
Rs. 2.6lakhs on no-
profit-no loss basis.



 www.baif.org.in
www.vrindavan.co.in
 

The Farm to Kitchen project is initiated by

VAPCOL to deliver fresh fruits and

vegetables from farmers along with other

VAPCOL products to housing societies in

Pune and also to tend the demand of

Individuals and organizations who would

like to donate to the oldage homes,

orphanages, shelter for homeless labours

and community kitchen.

 

Farm to Kitchen.

Through this approach we would be able to

facilitate the need of different communities

and make sure that food from the farms

reaches every kitchen and plate possible. 

Sales Summary 2-13 April 2020

We appeal to our partner
organisations, donors and corporate's

to collaborate with us to make food
easily accessible. We can together make

sure that farmers earn the rightful
livelihood, no food is wasted and is

delivered to everyone who needs it at
these challenging times.

+91-7499415027
VAPCOL

vapcolpune@gmail.com


